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CHAIRMAN'S LETTER
It will not be long now before we hold the Annual

<General Meeting of this Association. A.G.M.s, I know,
:are not everybody's cup of tea and though over 1,000
:families now subscribe to the Association the number who
.are likely to come to the meeting this year will be no-
where near that. Indeed, we should be somewhat

-ernbarrassed, though extremely gratified, if all our
:members did turn up at once. Many of you may wonder
just- what your Committee does and have to rely on
pu blications such as this for your information.

This year, of course, the new rating valuations took
-effect and immediately aroused considerable interest an j
perhaps even more indignation. This Association

;;arranged a public meeting in order to give residents an
-opportunity of asking questions and giving voice to their
views and feelings, and we were fortunate in having
-present the Valuation Officer as well as several members
-of Rickrnansworth Council. Though that was the high-

.' light of the year I do not propose to recount what
.happened on that occasion, but two things I would like
-to say: firstly, that the number of people- who came to
-that meeting demonstrated conclusively that such a
:meeting was desired; secondly, that but for this
.Association it is extremely unlikely that that desire
'woutd have been met. I would offer a belated word
-of thanks to all those attending who gave assistance
eso readily towards defraying the expense of hiring the
larg.er hall.

At everyone of our Committee meetings considerable
.a tten tion is given to problems of Road Safety and we
.a.re fortunate in having in Mr. Page and Mr. Annear
-such zealous representatives on the Rickrnansworth Road
.Safety Committee. No one organisation- or person can
.prevent road accidents, but 'we are always looking for
ways in which their incidence in Croxley Green in
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particular can be minimised. vVe feel entitled to credit
for having some of the worst spots on our footpaths
attended to. At one Committee meeting it was decided
to write to the lSurveyor and at the meeting the month
following it was noted with pleasure that repairs had
been carried out at the places to which we had drawn
particular attention. Now we know all too well that
there are many places still in need of repair, but the
Council just have not the money and labour to see to
them all, and we prefer to concentrate on those likely
to constitute a danger, especially to old or infirm
people.

Space will obviously prevent my going into much
more detail, but we regard anything affecting Croxley
Green as our concern. Possibly much of what we do
achieve could be achieved by individuals if they took
the necessary trouble. For instance, it was reported
that the condition of the Council Yard in Springfield
Close was offensive, Your Committee wrote to the
Surveyor and an improvement was very soon brought
about. It may well be that had any individual written
the matter would have received equally prompt
attention. But people do not bother to do these things
and that is where your Association comes in.

Now that the winter evenings are fast approaching, I
would say a word in closing about the gas street lamps.
It is difficult, even dangerous, to have to walk along an
unilluminated road, 'but the Gas Board cannot always
prevent pilot lights being blown out by high winds or
faults developing in the automatic switch mechanism,
but they will attend to the lamps if notified. YQtlr
Committee do keep an eye on this sort of thing but if
the street lamp near ycht rs out of action do please
phone the Gas Board or send rhem a postcard .

R. H. HUTCHINSON.
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'WE HEAR
Road Safety organisers are toying with various ideas

which might help to cut down the heavy toll of the
roads. They could work solidly for one year removing
all stray animals from the roads and by so doing cut
down the accident rate by one-third, either directly or
indirectly. .

* *
More Council Houses are likely to find their way into

the only odd piece or two of land left undeveloped in
Croxley Green. :):t seems 'that the' theory of balanced
development is good" for only Rickrnansworth Town and
Moor Park, and the R.U.D.C. brand of development
substituted elsewhere. Croxley Green has not forgotten
the battle of the" British Restaurant, and The Shops,
and the residents often wonder how many of these
decisions were influenced by the purely private ideas
of some of the ruling caste at Basing House. The record
certainly gives much food for thought.

* * * *
The Flooding at Maple Cross has been the cause of

many flutterings in Council circles. Although the rain-
fall has been phenomenal no one expects to have such
serious flooding as a matter of regularity, even if such
an occurrence on an isolated occasion has always to be
considered when sites are being developed. There are
bound to be some very awkward questions raised before
this matter is cleared, as it is understood many of the
tenants have lost their carpets and furnishings.

* *The Local Library seems to have been popular again
during the year according to the reports of the
Librarian. The County Library doe. an extremely good
job of work, for which its cost in the County Budget
seems to De money well spent.

* * *The Car Trade s lac k ness is affectiDQ' car ta.in UI its of
local industry who carry out work for the major motor-
car manufacturers, It is inevitable that the troubles
in the car industry will in due course cause wide-spread
pockets of unemployment. This trend should bring out
even more forcibly the need for harder work and better
service in connection with our export drive, as it is here
where the car industry could balance the loss of car
sales to the home market, caused by the Credit Squeeze.

:):: * & *' *"
The New Shops in Baldwins Lane are being well

patronised and in their turn are giving good service to
the community. They certainly look clean and
attractive and although it took many months to get
them ready, it would seem that the architects were not
idle and perhaps added a few additional colours, as a
make weight.

• * * *
Rent Rebate Schemes are causing much difficulty

throughout the country, and although some councils
seem to have got their point of view across to the council
tenants, there are others who are finding themselves in
difficulties. That the various councils have got to find
more money cannot be in dispute and it would be wrong
to expect owner-occupiers to keep on footing the bill.

$ * * *
The Croxley Children's' Theatre Group is gaining.

ground rapidly and the efforts of the orgar:isers. are
reaping a rich reward in the enthusiastic reception given
to these youngsters. It is to be hoped that from then
ranks a continuity of recruits will be forthcoming for the
adult theatre clubs in the district.

- AND OBSERVE
Garden Parties and Fetes have this year, almost with-

out exception, suffered the effects of unfortunate
weather, and equally the funds for which- these were
organised have also suffered. It was often said that
" This" fete had good weather, and " That" fete had.
bad, but . this year they seem to' have balanced them- ~
selves out. ' ~

* :~ *
Horticultural Shows are those occasions when the

amateur brings out his prize marrow which he has care-
fully hidden from all other competitors and even his.
wife. Although horticultural societies appear to be-
thriving, there seems to be a scarcity of entries at these
events. It would be a good thing to see every house-
holder competing. .

* *
Watford Corporation needed all their guns to defend

their honour in the matter of development of Russells.
Estate. According to the details which came to light
at an enquiry into the refusal of the Planning Authority
to permit development, it would seem that WatforEl
Borough Council have on occasions s.milar ideas of
commercial morality to our own council.

*' *
Caravaners are being watched very carefully bv local'

authorities throughout the country _ Indiscriminate-
parking and the setting up of caravan communi ties.
except under proper safeguards, is being resisted
vigorously and the offenders moved on. Except, of
course, in Croxley Green, where is would seem they can
set uP. their small communities without much hindrance,

:;:

Her tfordshirc County Council staff have been awarded'
an amount of £6, lOO according to a: supplementary vote-
passed by the County Council to cover salary increases.
It is understood that most senior officers will receive
an increase of up to £200 per annum.

:;: - *The Kytes Case has caused much controversv
throughout Hertfordshire and in fact. throughout the-
Home Counties, and although it would appear that a.
solution has been found, it must be evident to all that
something is wrong somewhere. Either the whole story
has not been given access to the light of day, or
alternatively there are institutions in being which need'.
examination.

The Green is looking anything but green these days.
At the top-end its appearance remains that of a stubble-
in the autumn and is anything but a credit to those-
responsible. Those who have the pleasure of visiting the·.:...-.........
many greens in Hertfordshire are left in no doubt thatr"
the Green at Croxley is to-day an eyesore, and by far t - -
the worst example of our Hertfordshire .village greens_
It is perhaps a good thing that the lights are not up,
otherwise its appearance would perhaps be visible- even;
at night time:

:;: * * *
The Further Education Centre has arranged an

attractive programme of classes to be held at local
schools throughout the winter months. Details are
obtainable f.rom leaflets held in the local libraries.
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BYE-ELECTIONS
By the time this comes into print we will have

witnessed another bye-election in Croxley Green, due
to the resignation of ·NIr. Brian Fisher." who has served
the community very well for a number of years. It is
to be hoped that he will continue with Local Govern.

-ent activities wherever he decides to take up residence.
, "-pugh elected under a party ticket and with party

, ...r ."pa.,,-,,"i .~ "Councillor Fisher has shown on many
occasions that he was an individualist and independent
in both thought and deed.

His resignation brings out a point which should not
pass without comment. We refer to the number of bye-
elections which take place in local government and we
wonder how many of these could be avoided if
candidates could only be persuaded to be more honest
and declare that, although they were putting up for
election or re-election, they had no intention of running
the full term.

It must be considered, however, that the individuals
concerned are sometimes persuaded against their better
judgment to stand so that the -electoral campaign may
not be hampered by changes, and it is well known that
there is so much apathy at bye-elections that the .event
is often over before the elector has had time to think
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seriously which W3.y he should vote, and quite often
doesn't think it worth while at all. The party with the
best organisation can therefore win a bye-election with"
out much difficulty. Again it must be considered that
the timing of a bye-election can be a very materia-l
factor, and the holding of such an election during a
holiday ,period, when a particular section of the
electorate may well be away- can cause an unrealistic
decision.

-There is much to be said for the opinions held by
quite learned administrators that acceptance of office
should enforce attendance for duty for a period of not
less than, two-thirds of the original term, except where
exceptional circumstances intervene. It was noticeable
following the spring elections that the whole balance of
membership was changed by bye-elections to fill
vacancies created by e.evation of councillors to
aldermanic status. Let us hope that we have seen the
end of eye-elections in Ricionansworth Urban District
Area, and equally hope that The allocation of Chairman
and Vice-Chairmanship and the constitution of working
committees can remain unchanged so that the com-
mittees may give their individual attentions to our
problems.
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BRITISH RED CROSS SOOETY
Herts Branch

,.,' .Division 8 (Rickmansworth)
A' new .Division . of the Red Cross-part of the old

Divisionvof ..AVatfc;>rd-has come into being, namely
.' Division ;N;a., ,8 (Rickmansworth}. It consists of the
. districts-ofAbbots Langley, Sarratt, Rickmansworth and

Chorleywood.v-Croxley Green comes in, of course, and is
to be run as a unit under its own name. The new
arrangement should give scope for expanding in these
places under the general direction of the former
Divisional Director of Watford, Mi~~ K. H. Steuart, of
Lavender· Cottage, Chipperfield, Telephone. Kings
Langley 3086.

'this coincides with the introduction of a scheme
within the Er.itish Red Cross Society whereby a new
class of membership is open to the public. While the
ultimate aim is to have a Detachment of V.A.D.
members in Crox.ey Green, those who do not wish to
take training can- enrol under Group Leaders to give a
little help according to .the time they can spare,
regularly, occasionally or in emergency.

-Examples of the sort of work that can be undertaken,
and for which the Red Cross would be most 'grateful are:

Collecting books for Hospital Libraries (old ones
go for salvage). Book repairing.

Collecting magazines. Visiting old -people.
Car drives for old people and arranging treats for

them. Help with Flag Day.
Fund raising-especially needed in connection with

maintaining overseas branches. •
Sewing and :J.cnitting ..
Helping at tinies of local disaster if necessary.
Help with Civil Defence. .
Help in hospitals-not nursing duties.
Teaching handicrafts.
Assisting in many of the activities of the trained
members.

Four short talks on the work of the Red Cross can
be arranged if requested.

Mrs. Kenneth Percival, of Little Waterdell House,
Croxley Green, has been appointed Divisional Officer for
Members and Associates to co-ordinate the work of the
new Members in the category explained above and to
keep records of the Associates who are those who sub-
scribe annually the sum of 2/6 upwards.

A start has been made by enrolling 17 new Members
in Croxley Green.

.Croxley Green has always been renowned for its good
fellowsbip and we are sure there are many more
residents who will be adding their names to' the 17
mentioned above.

99 KenilWorth Drive,
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COME AND JOIN US!
It is surprising how many people know just what is

needed to put the world to rights but how very few are
prepared to do anything about it.

This fact is especially noticeable in matters dealing
with local affairs which, after all, affect all of us very
closely. Whilst we. cannot all direct the activities of the ~
local authorities, we can do a great deal towards ke~
them informed as to the wishes of the commuss.Iy.

And yet-e-we find it most difficult to introduce new
blood into the executive committee of this Association,
to attend one committee meeting a month with an
occasional evening on a sub-committee dealing with
some specific matter of local interest.

Looking around our meetings, we see far too few
unfamiliar faces; this makes it difficult to obtain fresh
views on any subject under discussion and especially
when it comes to contributions for our own "Croxley
Resident." It has now reached the sorry state that if
we have one or two of our older members leave the
district-as has happened recently-we find difficulty.
in stretching our limited forces to .bridge the gap; ami
this state of affairs with a total membership such as
ours!

'Ne have the' reputation of being an unusually
" civic-minded" bunch of residents in Croxley Green.
What about showing your own interest in a little
positive aetion? We shall shortly be holding our Annual
General Meeting when we shall be pleased to hear from'
you.

SOCIAL SIDE
Croxley Theatre Club

President: Mr. S. A. Williams.
Mildred Brent was certified insane over six years ago

-yet her son's financee observes that " Wherever you
go, if the Brents are' mentioned people always say,
they're the happiest family I Imo~v." .

Come to see how that happiness is shattered-e-but later
restored-s-in Edward Percys strong play" Dr. Brent's
Household," to be presented by Croxley Theatre Club at
Dickinsons Guildhouse on Thursday rSth and Friday
19th October, 1956. Book early for good seats.

X-I - 2
No, we havent started running Football Pools-but

your chances of a thoroughly good evening are far surer
than winning the pools if you invest in a ticket for

" Treble Chance"
a programme of 3 one-act play! to be presented by the
Drama Section of the Croxley Green Evening T.G. OD
!friday 26th and Saturday 27th October, 1956, at the
Dickinson Guildhouse.
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